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Introduction 
 
Co-facilitators  Zaheer Fakir and Georg Borsting intro themselves. 
 
Julio Cordano, COP25 lead negotiator: cli fi must be substantive, durable, and long standing; focus on 
amount provided to developing countries and the efficacy of provision; mitigation/adaptation 
balance is a long-term problem in the finance discussion; COP25 LTF did not succeed, today’s session 
can have frank discussion to generate positive momentum. 
 
Patricia Espinosa: focus is on $100b/year goal, which came out of COP16, which she presided over; 
10 years on, can reflect on 3 key Qs about providing adequate financial flows for climate actions: 1) 
what have we achieved thus far (Paris Agreement; developed co’s have contributed billions 
bilaterally, through MDBs, and GCF ($6.2b) and GEF, new alliances of central banks and MoFs; 2) 
where are we today (still short of goals, only multilateralism will work (e.g. of work on vaccines, 
hunger, ozone), finance is the single most important element, scale of investment is in trillions, over 
$6tr in infrastructure alone), and 3) where are we going. 
 
Overview of LTF to date (Georg) 

LTF workshops 

 

 

 

 

 

 



2019 workshop results: 

 

Part II of this workshop will take place in June 2021 in conjunction with SBs. 

There is a visual storyteller taking notes today! 

Presentation by OECD cli fi report and OxFam shadow report 

Jane Ellis (head int’l CC team OECD) 

 OECD’s estimate of cli fi provided by developed co’s (3d edition) 

http://www.oecd.org/environment/climate-finance-provided-and-mobilised-by-developed-

countries-in-2013-18-f0773d55-en.htm 

 COP16 goal and COP24 accounting modalities; what is in estimates are developed country 

public bilat cli fi, multilat public cli fi attributed to developed countries, climate development 

export credits, all at face value 

 Exclude multilat to developing countries, south-south, private finance, and coal financing 

 Growth driven by public cli fi; mobilized private cli fi has plateaued; would need 13% 

increase in 2019 and 2020 to reach goal 

 Mitigation represented 70% of cli fi; adaptation cli fi growing faster but from smaller base 

 Almost all mobilized cli fi on mitigation; most in grant form; among instruments, loans are 

increasing proportion, more than doubled since 2013, 70% share in 2018 

 Most cli fi is bilat, even though multilats say concessional, often continued at very favorable 

rates; grants decreasing, mostly from multilat providers 

 Looking at disaggregated data, majority of mitigation cli fi went to middle income countries, 

very small share to LDCs; larger share is given to groups of countries and cannot be 

aggregated; cli fi reached $12b (double) for LDCs and $2b (double) for SIDs by 2018, with 

average of 40% for adaptation (much different from developing countries as whole) 

 

 

http://www.oecd.org/environment/climate-finance-provided-and-mobilised-by-developed-countries-in-2013-18-f0773d55-en.htm
http://www.oecd.org/environment/climate-finance-provided-and-mobilised-by-developed-countries-in-2013-18-f0773d55-en.htm


Tracy Carty (Oxfam)  

 Shadow report at https://www.oxfam.org/en/research/climate-finance-shadow-report-2020 

 shadows the OECD’s numbers, which are in the ballpark, but highlights that how the $100b 

goal is being met is as important as whether it’s being met;  

 scale of cli fi is lower than OECD reports, given pay back of loans (“climate specific net 

assistance” or climate finance on the ground, noting that this measurement standard is not 

required by COP decs); e.g.  

o Japan reports $7.9b but mostly loan, so just over half hits the ground   

o France, less than a third hits the ground 

o UK’s is mostly in grants, so while just a small amount less than France’s total amount 

on paper, France is significantly lower given net assistance;  

 on middle income countries, scale of loans is a problem because of these countries’ 

indebtedness; including loans for adaptation is like “crashing into someone’s car and then 

offering a loan to fix it” 

 ODA is taking up an increasing share of cli fi 

 only third of cli fi projects took gender into account 

Q&A: 

 See AOSIS statement on debt: https://www.aosis.org/wp-content/uploads/2020/07/AOSIS-

Statement-on-Debt_verJune-29.pdf 

 Gabi (CH): provision and mobilization definitions, in Arts 9.1 and 9.2; what is link between 

increase in grants and ODA? On gender marker, based on Rio markers, CH would under 

report amount where gender is factored in, because doesn’t overmark these markers. 

 Many more Qs, pointing out tensions between developing and developed countries’ 

expectations, concessional cli fi (vs grants) and its impact on country’s national debt, 

definitions in COP decisions and lack of clarity in them, comparisons to mobilized private 

finance as gateway drug, in addition to a car crash 

Panel responses to Jane and Tracy’s presentations: 

Amar Bhattacharya: focuses on “headlines,” e.g. upward trajectory of public cli fi but stymied 

private, have to live with COP decision definitions as they are agreed on, stymied grant financing is a 

concern, don’t fall into false discussion of value of loans v grants, because there are three, not two, 

buckets (loans that are concessional (LT and basically 0% interest rate) vs. MDB loans that largely go 

to middle income countries); growing and inevitable overlap between climate and SD (e.g. transport 

and RE infrastructure projects), so don’t over emphasize climate specificity; must pay more attention 

to measuring efficiency and adequacy of cli fi, and $100b is just one measure 

Preety Bhandari: should benchmark where $$ flow and capacity of countries, i.e. size of countries; 

how can bilat cli fi catch up to MDB?  

Peter ___?: private finance in adaptation is difficult, micro finance is a way to meet this need given 

local level adaptation; sees increasing number of large investors like pensions wanting to invest in 

“green investment” but hard to get to most vulnerable countries, middle income most likely 

recipients 

Mariama Williams, South Centre: speaks to impact of any loan on leveraged national budgets in 

LDCs; also grants seem inappropriate to nature of adaptation cli fi, given who created climate 

impacts that disproportionally affect low emitting countries; should get rid of export credit in the 

https://www.oxfam.org/en/research/climate-finance-shadow-report-2020
https://www.aosis.org/wp-content/uploads/2020/07/AOSIS-Statement-on-Debt_verJune-29.pdf
https://www.aosis.org/wp-content/uploads/2020/07/AOSIS-Statement-on-Debt_verJune-29.pdf


$100b goal tracking - even though small amount, cannot be justified; other issues very briefly in her 

presentation are: 

 Resources we’re using for climate action, as distinct from ODA 

 Fragmentation of cli fi delivery (GCF, ERBD, UNDP, …) detracts from country ownership; wall 

between international and domestic entities in work, leads to lack of capacity building; 

requirements for national accreditation are too stringent 

 Co-financing is becoming the rule, bias toward countries where banks come up with it 

 Inadequate for gender inclusion, e.g. UNEP UNFCCC fund, lacks window for women access, 

because countries lack the ability to translate international climate info to the local level 

Session went long, ran out of time for Qs from nominated observers and those on webcast. 

 

 

 

 


